We are developing an interactive graph exploration system called Graph Playground for making sense of large graphs. Graph Playground offers a fast and scalable edge decomposition algorithm, based on iterative vertex-edge peeling, to decompose million-edge graphs in seconds. Graph Playground introduces a novel graph exploration approach and a 3D representation framework that simultaneously reveals (1) peculiar subgraph structure discovered through the decomposition's layers, (e.g., quasi-cliques), and (2) possible vertex roles in linking such subgraph patterns across layers.
INTRODUCTION
Graphs are everywhere, growing increasingly complex, and still lack scalable, interactive tools to support sensemaking. In a recent online survey conducted to gather information about how graphs are used in practice, graph analysts rated scalability and visualization as the most pressing issues to address [28] . While graph drawing techniques have been developed to improve the layout of a graph in 2D, these approaches become less effective when visualizing modern day large graphs. As a response, advanced approaches such as "super-noding" [3, 6, 7] , and edge bundling [4, 15, 19] have been designed to visually reduce the number of glyphs visible to a user. Some work abstracts graphs to higher-level representations, such as using contours and heat maps as a proxy for vertex density [13, 23] , graph motifs for repeating structural patterns [16] , and overall graph summarizations [22] . New modes of exploration based on relevance and measures of "interestingness" have also been developed to explore large graphs without showing every vertex and edge [14, 18, 27] . While these approaches may help users develop insights into a graph's functional properties, scalability, interaction, and extracting overall descriptive information about an unknown graph as it is being explored remain pressing issues in large graph exploration systems.
Edge decomposition algorithms, based on fixed points of degree peeling, show strong potential for helping users explore unfamiliar * Authors contributed equally. graph data [1, 2] , because (1) they can discover peculiar subgraph patterns structurally similar or dissimilar to regular subgraphs; (2) they can quantify possible "roles" a vertex can play in the overall network topology; and (3) they scale to large graphs.
In this ongoing work, we show how using scalable edge decompositions [2] as a central mechanism for navigation, exploration, and large data sensemaking can reveal interesting graph structure previously unknown to users. Our fast and scalable edge decomposition divides large graphs into an ordered set of graph layers that is dependent only upon the topology of the graph. In this decomposition, edges are unique and participate in particular layers; however, vertices can be duplicated and exist in multiple layers at once; we call these vertices clones. Graph layers help users identify potentially important substructures (e.g., quasi-cliques, multi-partite-cores), by automatically separating such patterns from the majority of the graph, while vertex clones allow one to link related layers together using cross-layer exploration. Together, we introduce Graph Playground (Figure 2 ), an interactive graph exploration system that decompose large graphs quickly, generating explorable multilayered representations that help graph data analysts interactively discover and make sense of peculiar graph structures. Through Graph Playground, we contribute:
• New paradigm for graph exploration and navigation. We propose a new paradigm for graph exploration and navigation centered around two novel components produced by our edge decomposition algorithm: graph layers and vertex clones. Graph layers are topologically and structurally interesting subgraphs of the original graph that can be analyzed independently; however, using vertex clones, vertices that exist in multiple layers, allows one to explore a graph across layers by providing a means to navigate local structure with a global context. • Fast, scalable edge decomposition via memory mapping and multithreading. We present a fast and scalable edge decomposition algorithm using memory mapped I/O and multithreaded processes. We present decompositions on a wide range of graphs, varying in both size (e.g., up to hundreds of millions of edges) and domain (e.g., social networks, hyperlink networks, and co-occurrence networks) and tabulate computational timings and structural results. We can decompose graphs with millions of edges in seconds, and graphs with hundreds of millions of edges in minutes.
• Graph Playground. Graph Playground is a web-based interactive graph visualization system composed of three main linked views to help users explore and navigate large graphs. It uses GPUs for large force-directed graph layouts as well as accelerated 3D graphics to demonstrate how the edge decomposition divides the original graph into layers. Graph Playground simultaneously reveals "peculiar" subgraph structure discovered through the decomposition's layers, (e.g., quasi-cliques), and "possible" vertex roles in linking such subgraph patterns across layers.
ILLUSTRATIVE SCENARIO
To illustrate how Graph Playground can help users explore large graphs and discover interesting structure, consider our user Don who wants to explore and make sense of a word embedding graph generated from Wikipedia from 2014. Word embeddings are an increasingly popular and important technique that turns words into high dimensional vectors (e.g., 300 dimensions) [10, 25, 26] . These word embeddings are used as input to many machine learning applications such as visual question answering [5] and neural machine translation [8] . Therefore it is important to make sense of what information a word embedding has captured and how well the embedding matches our understanding of language. Don's Wikipedia word embedding graph is generated using word vectors from GloVe, an unsupervised learning algorithm for obtaining vector representations for words [26] . The graph contains 65,870 vertices and 213,526 edges. Each vertex is a unique word, and an edge connects two words if the angular distance between their two word vectors is less than some threshold. 1 Visualizing edge decompositions. Don is exploring the word embedding graph for the first time; therefore, he first wants to see a high-level, global representation of the graph. The Overview (Figure 2 , left) is one of three main views in the Graph Playground user interface and visualizes a natural 3D representation of the edge decomposition's output that assigns each found graph layer a height based on its layer value. Don adjusts the vertical separation between layers, to better visualize patterns revealed by the decomposition. In the Overview, denser layers rise to the top of the 3D structure (e.g., quasi-cliques), while spare structures sink to lower layers (e.g., trees, stars).
Finding interesting graph layers. Don now wants a more quantitative view of the graph. He inspects the graph Ribbon (Figure 2, middle) , where each graph layer is encoded by a glyph that visualizes the graph layer's edge count, vertex count, clone count, the number of connected components, and the clustering coefficient. The Ribbon provides a compact, information-rich summarization of the edge decomposition using well-studied graph measures. Don can now more clearly see how many layers this graph has (31 total layers, with the highest value being 40), and how certain measures, such as their clustering coefficient density (bar color), vary over the layers.
Don finds layer 8 interesting, because it is a highly dense layer, but it is further down in the Ribbon than the other dense layers. Don clicks the 8th graph layer glyph in the Ribbon. Graph Playground now displays layer 8 in the 2D Layers view (Figure 2, right) . Don is presented with a handful of small tangled connected components ( Figure 1, left) ; however, the layouts of these components were computed with respect to the entire graph, but since we are only visualizing a particular layer from the edge decomposition, Graph Playground enables Don to perform a force-directed layout with respect to only this layer. When this is performed, Don watches as all the small components animate and reveal that layer 8 is a collection of highly dense small quasi-cliques (Figure 1, right) . This view is fully interactive: Don can zoom and pan over the graph layer, hovering over a vertex displays the vertex's label and highlights its immediate neighbors, and vertices can be selected and dragged around for maximum control over the graph layout.
Cross-layer exploration. Recall that Graph Playground discovered a small collection of quasi-cliques in layer 8; Don begins exploring this layer by hovering over particular vertices to show their labels and immediate neighbors. Don discovers many interesting quasi-cliques of related words, such as one describing familial relationships (including words like "daughter," "husband," and "grandparent"), one describing commonly injured body parts (including words like "knee, " "ankle, " and "sprained"), and another elongated quasi-clique that describes the levels of negative surprise one can experience (including words like "annoyed," "dismayed," and "mortified"). Don then clicks on the "Clone" toggle, which colors and sizes vertices that are cloned in other layers red (Figure 1, right) . This reveals two findings: (1), many vertices in the quasi-clique also exist in other layers, showing that these vertices play other roles throughout the graph; and (2), some vertices only exists within this layer, and therefore play a singular role within the entire graph's structure. Don now has a solid understanding of this graph layer, and wishes to explore another. Instead of using the Ribbon and clicking on another layer, Don inspects the vertex "dismayed" from the negative "surprise" quasi-clique from earlier. Graph Playground reveals that it has vertex clones in layers 5 and 3. Don clicks on the layer 5 clone label for the word "dismayed, " and Graph Playground adds a visualization of layer 5 underneath the existing layer 8 visualization in the Layers view. Graph Playground focuses on both existences of "dismayed" by highlighting its vertex in layer 8 and accompanying clone in layer 5 blue and vertically aligns them in both layers, showing their roles in both graph layers.
Local exploration with a global context. Don now explores layer 5 starting from "dismayed. " By hovering over "dismayed" Don notices that its neighbors are similar to the neighbors in layer 8, but are indeed different words (including words like "angered," "displeased," "embarrassed"). However, unlike layer 8, "dismayed" in layer 5 is connected to a larger connected component, and as Don follows the neighbors of "dismayed" throughout the component he notices the words transition from describing one's negative surprise to more neutral words, e.g, "shocked" and "surprised. " Moreover, these neutral surprise words form the center of the connected component, and continuing further reveals a new transition from neutral words to positive words such as "remarkable, " "astounding, " and "extraordinarily. " Don has now discovered that words describing surprise are represented in this word embedding similar to how humans would think of them: one can be surprised, however, the On the left is the original layout computed with respect to the entire graph, but now that we have separated out layer 8 from the remaining graph, we can recompute its layout independently. This produces the layout on the right, where the cloned vertices are colored red and sized according to how many clones they have in the remainder of the graph.
word "surprised" itself does not necessarily carry a positive nor negative meaning. Using Graph Playground, we see that neutral words like "shocked" and "surprising" bridge quasi-cliques of positive and negative surprise words together. While Don performed this exploration by hand, Graph Playground automates this by instantly computing approximate shortest paths between selected pairs of vertices in a graph, with the extra ability to then add single vertices to find approximate shortest paths to the already existing path. We call this representation and mode of exploration the shortest-path-net via sequential egonet expansion, which is later discussed in subsection 3.4. This allows a user to explore semantic information within a connected component of a graph layer, as well as view the information's transition from one side of a connected component to another.
Multiple exploration choices. Since this component in layer 5 describing one's surprise is much larger than the smaller quasiclique in layer 8, Don now has multiple choices for continuing exploring this word embedding graph using Graph Playground: (1) visit the other connected components in layer 5, (2) backtrack to layer 8 and use the last clone of "dismayed" as a mechanism to perform further cross-layer exploration, or (3) return to the beginning and inspect the Overview and Ribbon for a completely different layer to explore. Regardless of what Don chooses, he can gain a better understanding of the word embedding graph both globally, by visualizing graph layer structure, and locally, by using vertex clones and shortest-path-net representations.
GRAPH PLAYGROUND: INTERACTIVE LARGE GRAPH EXPLORATION
Here we first describe the design challenges motivated by existing work for large graph exploration. For each challenge, we present our solution that guided the design decision for Graph Playground. The remaining three subsections each describe one of the main coordinated views of Graph Playground and highlight their core features for graph sensemaking; these include the 3D Overview (Section 3.2), the Graph Ribbon (subsection 3.3), and the Layers view (subsection 3.4).
Challenges and Design Rationale
Challenge 1: Variety of overlapping subgraph structure. There are a variety of existing techniques that aim to discover structure and patterns in graphs. However, while these techniques may find individual structure and patterns, they do not link the findings together, nor do they explain how multiple patterns are associated with one another. Revealing such kinds of links between structure and pattern is a hallmark capability that is crucial to sensemaking [17, 20] . Our solution: We utilize the dual nature of graph layers: (1) layers can be explored independently from one another, but more importantly, (2) layers can be linked together using vertex clones as a mechanism of traversal from layer to layer. We call this cross-layer exploration (see Figure 2 ). Visualizing the decomposition in 3D may help users more clearly see the overlapping graph structure, which could help them choose which layer of the graph to explore first.
Challenge 2: Local exploration of large graphs. Since large graph exploration is difficult from both a visual and computational scalability perspective, querying a graph or considering subgraphs to explore locally can be helpful. However, often times the global context is lost using these approaches, as users do not know where in the graph they are exploring, or how different subgraphs are related to one another. Our solution: We design a novel visual summarization of the edge decomposition called the Graph Ribbon and embed it in the middle of the user interface ( Figure 2 ). The Ribbon encodes each layer as a glyph and functions as a global map of the decomposition and graph. If a layer is selected to be visualized, a small triangle pointing left or right (denoting if the layer is visualized in the 3D Overview or the Layers view) is displayed next to that layer's glyph. We also design novel local exploration techniques within a graph layer (shortest-path-net via sequential egonet expansion) that help users explore graphs locally with a global context.
Challenge 3: Large graphs. While many graphs are small and can be visualized in 2D with standard layouts, many modern graphs are growing increasingly large and complex. Not only is this problematic for data visualization itself, but also troublesome for engineering interactive tools. The sheer size of the data render many existing visualization tools unusable as they are often designed to visualize the entire graph. Our solution: We display a visual summarization of the edge decomposition (called the Ribbon) for a high-level view of the graph and its decomposition. Then, we can selectively load and visualize only the layers we desire, skirting scalability challenges that come with visualizing an entire graph at once.
3D Graph Decomposition Overview
The left view of Graph Playground, called the Overview (Figure 2 ), visualizes graph decompositions in 3D and allows users to zoom, pan, and rotate the 3D structure in-browser and in real-time. Our edge decomposition divides large graphs into an ordered set of Figure 2 : The Graph Playground user interface. Graph Playground is composed of three main views: the 3D Overview (left), the Ribbon (middle), and the Layers view (right). The Ribbon that splits the display can be dragged left and right to adjust the visible screen real estate that either the Overview or Layers view shows. In the figure, the vertex "caeciliidae" is selected, coloring it blue in both the Overview and Layers view. Here we see "caeciliidae" (a worm-like amphibian) in layer 30 bridges two quasi-cliques (families of birds and families of sea snails) together, while its clone in layer 25 participates in another single quasi-clique (families of land creatures).
graph layers that is completely dependent upon the topology of the graph. Since the graph edge set is uniquely partitioned into graph layers, a natural approach to visualize the decomposition is to first perform a traditional 2D layout of the graph in the plane (this assigns vertices x and y coordinates); however, we now assign a z coordinate to each vertex, where the z coordinate is a function of the vertex peel value. Since graph layers are numerically ordered, when visualizing a decomposition in 3D the highest, most dense layers (e.g., quasi-cliques) rise to the top while the lower layers sink to the bottom (e.g., trees, stars). Graph Playground supports graphs with millions of vertices, but to compute an initial 2D layout is nontrivial; therefore, we use a GPU-accelerated implementation [12] of the Barnes-Hutt approximation [9] to achieve large graph layouts in minutes. Users can display all graph layers at once or selectively add layers to the Overview. The Overview also contains options to help users explore and manipulate the 3D structure. These options include interactive sliders for adjusting the size of the vertices, the height of the layers (e.g., dragging this slider animates splitting the graph into its graph layers), and the spread of the layers (i.e., scaling the x and y positions of the nodes). The "Animate" button simply automates dragging the height slider to watch a short animation of the original 2D graph dividing into its 3D decomposition. Since navigating large 3D structures suffers from a distorted perspective, a "Top View" button is present to return the camera to its original position. This 3D Overview naturally visualizes how graphs decompose into layers and highlights how vertices can be cloned throughout multiple layers; if a vertex has clones, they will be stacked vertically along the z-axis (see the two blue vertex clones for "caeciliidae" in Figure 2 , left). Lastly, in the right view of Graph Playground, discussed in subsection 3.4, vertices can be selected to perform various tasks. When a vertex is selected, it is highlighted blue, as seen in Figure 2 on the right where the vertex "caeciliidae' is selected. We link the state from the Overview and the Layers view of Graph Playground, i.e., every selected vertex in the Layers view is also highlighted blue in the Overview (see the call out in Figure 2 , left) , so users can always refer back to the 3D structure to see which vertices they have selected.
Graph Ribbon: Edge Decomposition Summarization
For each layer produced by the edge decomposition, we compute a set of measures that together provide a quantitative summary of the edge decomposition. We encode these measures for every layer as a horizontal bar glyph to create the visualization in the middle view of the Graph Playground user interface, called the Ribbon (Figure 2 ). While there are many diverse graph measures originating from graph theory, graph mining, and network science, we pick five distinct measures we think summarize the graph well; however, it should be noted that other measures can be computed for each layer and included in the Ribbon visualization for further analysis or specialized tasks. While inspecting graph measures on each layer independently can be enlightening, visualizing each metric across layers as a distribution highlights the power of the edge decomposition. Hovering over a layer displays a tooltip with the five computed measures displayed as numerical values for a given layer. The top of Ribbon includes a menu button that contains options to toggle each of the visualized measures, as well as a linear / log scale toggle for the axis. The Ribbon is not only a summarization of the edge decomposition; clicking on a specific layer's glyph displays that layer on the right of the user interface, discussed in detail in subsection 3.4, while a Command+Click displays that layer in 3D in the Overview. Lastly, the entire Ribbon can be dragged using either of the arrows at the top to give more screen real estate to either the Overview or Layers view. Listed below are the five measures and how they are visualized in Graph Playground.
Navigating and Exploring Graphs Using Graph Layers and Vertex Clones
The last of the three main views of Graph Playground is the Layers view (Figure 2, right) . When a layer in the Ribbon is clicked, Graph Playground visualizes that specific layer as an interactive node-link diagram. This visualization is completely interactive: users can zoom and pan on the graph, as well as drag, pin, and select specific vertices. Hovering over a vertex highlights it, its edges, and its neighbors orange (Figure 2, right) . The computed layer measures are listed in the top left corner of the Layers view. If the specified layer only contains a single connected component, a message is shown displaying how many edges the component requires to become a complete clique. Conversely, if the specified layer contains multiple connected components, a different message is shown displaying the largest connected component's vertex and edge count; a slider is also shown that hides components in order of their size, i.e., dragging the slider from left to right hides the smallest connected components, eventually showing the only the largest component in the graph layer. Independent graph layer layouts. Graph Playground supports multiple interactions for exploring within a single layer. Toggles are present for showing and hiding the vertices and edges of the layer. The "Redraw" toggle animates the layer unraveling using a precomputed independent force-directed layout to better show the decomposition's found structure (Figure 1) . However, users can also run a force-directed layout in-browser by clicking the "Live Layout" toggle; the layout computation continues until the toggle is turned off. This can be useful for computing a larger connected component's layout within a layer; by using the component slider to hide smaller components the desired larger component can be redrawn independently for better structural clarity.
Graph layer contour motifs. The "Motif" toggle, when turned on, computes a contour map of the graph layer by performing kernel-density estimation (KDE) on the vertices of the layer. Options for adjusting the bandwidth and number of thresholds for the KDE are present underneath the toggle. This contour motif provides a higher-level, more abstract representation of a graph layer, creating a proxy for vertex density [13, 23] . The contour motif is also instantly recomputed whenever a user drags a vertex or uses one of the above interactions to re-redraw a layer.
Shortest-path-nets via sequential egonet expansion. The "Path" button allows users to explore a single graph layer by building a shortest-path-net representation. When two vertices are selected within a graph layer, clicking the "Path" button will compute the shortest path between the vertices, or an approximation depending on the component size, highlight the computed path blue, and display the vertex labels along this path. A user can now select a third vertex somewhere else in the layer and click the "Path" once again to find an approximate shortest path from the third vertex to any other vertex along the existing path; iterating this process computes what we call a shortest-path-net via sequential egonet expansion. This mode of exploration is especially useful for observing the transition of semantic information from one side of a large connected component to another. Vertex clones. Lastly, the "Clone" toggle shows which vertices of a graph layer are clones or not. When toggled on, Graph Playground colors cloned vertices red and sizes each vertex according to how many clones that vertex has in the entire graph (see Figure 1) . When locally exploring a single graph layer, visualizing the vertex clones provides global context for how a particular vertex may participate in many graph layers at once. Conversely, vertices that do not have any clones remain colored gray, and stand out as "secret agents" within a particular layer. These vertices are equally informative, as all of their edges exist within a single layer, indicating that they play a singular role in the graph. Hovering over a vertex displays its label and lists the other layers its clones exist in. If a user clicks on one of the clones in the list, Graph Playground shows the selected layer underneath the original visualized layer and centers each of their displays on the selected vertex and its clone (see Figure 2 , right). These vertices are now selected and synced, i.e., dragging one of the vertices will also drag the other, updating their position in both layers, reinforcing the notion that a single vertex can participate and influence multiple layers throughout an entire graph. For example, in Figure 2 on the right, we see the blue vertex "caeciliidae" (a worm-like amphibian) in layer 30 bridges two quasi-cliques (families of birds and families of sea snails) together, while its clone in layer 25 participates in another single quasi-clique (families of land creatures).
ALGORITHM RESULTS AND SYSTEM DESIGN
Recall our edge decomposition simultaneously reveals (1) peculiar subgraph structure discovered through the decomposition's layers, (e.g., quasi-cliques, multi-partite-cores), and (2) possible vertex roles in linking such subgraph patterns across layers. We utilize the edge decomposition based on fixed points of degree peeling by Abello et al. [2] and make improvements to increase its performance, both in computation speed and scalability.
Large Graph Decomposition Experimental Results
Our fast and scalable edge decomposition is implemented in C++; however, we improve performance by leveraging memory mapping [24] to load large graphs into memory. Recall that the edge decomposition runs traditional k-core decomposition L times, where L is the number of layers in the graph; therefore, we use a recent multithreaded implementation of k-core decomposition to achieve significant speedup [21] .
We report results on decomposing graphs using our fast and scalable implementation. We chose a wide range of of graphs, varying in both size (e.g. thousands to hundreds of millions of edges) and domain (e.g. social networks, hyperlink networks, and co-occurrence networks). We performed our experiments on a single commodity computer equipped with an Intel i7 6-core processor clocked at 3.3GHz and 32GB of RAM. For each graph, the timing result is averaged over 5 runs. All results are tabulated in Table 1 , which includes the graph, its vertex and edge count, the algorithm compute time without preprocessing steps, the number of layers each graph produces, and the highest peel value from the decomposition (since a graph with L layers does not necessarily mean the L layers correspond to [1, 2, 3, . . . , L]). We can decompose graphs with millions of edges in seconds, and graphs with hundreds of millions of edges in minutes.
System Design
For graph drawing, we use a force-directed technique to layout the original graph; however, in order to calculate the (x, y) coordinates of every vertex in large graphs where typical force-directed layouts are slow and expensive to compute, we perform the layout computation using the Barnes-Hutt [9] approximation on a GPU for significant speedup [12] . Computing the edge decomposition of our graph and the global graph layout are independent computations. When both are completed, we process their output together using Python to compute graph layer measures, vertex clones, and format the data to be ingested by Graph Playground. The visualization system is web-based and uses the latest JavaScript libraries to render elements to the screen, such as the now ubiquitously used D3 [11] for manipulating SVGs and the GPU-powered library three.js (https://threejs.org/) for rendering the 3D graphics.
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